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How to turn off descale light on cuisinart keurig

You are about to enjoy your favorite morning beverage and now become your tradition since buying your Keurig, you go and fire it up. To your dismay, however, instead of the usual sounds that you hear when fixing your cuppa, you just hear a the descale light comes on and stays on. What does this mean and how do you fix it? I want to answer this question in the best way
possible in this article so we will start off by looking at just how exactly the Keurig single-cup beverage maker works. First of all, the word Keurig is of Dutch origin and means excellence. Thatâ€™s what the inventors had in mind when they went about developing the product. First of all, they wanted the perfect beverage and secondly, they wanted a machine that was able to make
a single cup at a time instead of brewing a whole pot. The unique thing about the Keurig is that in order to make your beverage, you use what is known as K-pods and to date there are more than 400 beverage variations on offer. The Keurig works by filtering water through the K-pod producing the best beverage possible. Why is the descale light on? When the water passes
through the machine, some scaling begins to happen. This is when particles of calcium and other sediments collect on the inner parts of the machine. When this happens, the descale light will come on. This generally means that the machine needs to be cleaned (descaled). In some instances, the machine will actually stop working. Some people have actually thrown out their
Keurig thinking that it was dead when all thatâ€™s needed is some descaling. How to Prevent/ Slow Down Scaling How often you descale your Keurig depends on the hardness of the water in your area. If your water is hard, you will need to descale your Keurig more often than if the water in your area is softer. One way to get around and slow downscaling is to use filtered water.
There are water filtration units that can be fitted directly onto the pipes of your home. A cheaper alternative is to buy a tabletop water filtration system I recommend Apex Drinking water Filter (See current price on Amazon). Using filtered water reduces and in some cases eliminate scaling of your Keurig. How to Descale your Keurig Now that you know why the to descale light is on,
letâ€™s look at exactly how you can fix this. Keurig recommends that you use a chemical called Dezcal to descale your machine. Alternatively, you can use diluted vinegar which works just as well. To descale, all you need is to run the Dezcal or diluted vinegar through the machine and you should see the descale light switch off. Conclusion on troubleshooting Keurig Descale
Light At some point during the course of your use of the Keurig, you will need o to descale. Itâ€™s almost inevitable. You can prevent or at least slow down the scaling of your Keurig by making sure you use filtered water only. Agnes is a kitchen and cooking enthusiast as well as a fitness fanatic. She loves to help readers upgrade and furnish their kitchen with the best available
products! She is the primary writer behind SmartKitchenImprovement.com and hopes to share little tidbits of knowledge she’s picked up over her years as a mom and wife. I have had my Keurig coffee machine since 2010! That’s right folks its now 2018 and my Cuisinart SS-10 Keurig coffee machine is still going strong! (click here to read about my favorite keurig machine!) That
being said, there have been quite a few times that I thought the machine was a goner. It wasn’t! All it needed was a little bit of tender loving care. I tell you step-by step on how to troubleshoot and fix your Keurig coffee machine (any Keurig model or type). Sometimes the machine only needs minor resuscitation and not a full blown descale. Follow the steps below and keep going
until the machine is brewing properly. You can watch my YouTube Video below (or by clicking here) to see the steps visually. WHAT YOU WILL NEED: Paperclip Wet rag (I just use a paper towel) White Vinegar Water Step 1: Unplug the machine! Just like your computer, the Keurig sometimes just needs a reboot! Unplug and let it sit for a minute or two. Plug back in and see if it’s
working. If it’s still not working, proceed to Step 2. Step 2: Take out K-cup and try to run with just hot water to clear it out. If it still won’t run, proceed to Step 3. Step 3: Unplug the machine. Take paperclip and clean entrance needle (see photo below). Take out K-Cup chamber and rinse that with water to remove any coffee debris. Put the K-cup chamber back in place. Take the wet
rag and clean the entire K-cup area to remove any coffee grinds. Try to run the machine again with just hot water. If it’s still not brewing, proceed to Step 4. Step 4: Descale the Keurig Machine. Fill the water chamber with half white vinegar, half water. Keep brewing with hot water (NO K-Cup inserted) until the entire chamber is empty. The vinegar/water combo helps to sterilize
and clear any remaining debris. Fill entire chamber with just water. Keep brewing with hot water (NO K-Cup inserted) until the entire chamber is empty. This second cycle is to get rid of any vinegar remnants. Replace water filter and make sure the plastic filter holder is securely placed back into water chamber. (see my YouTube video below – or click here – for visual step-by-
step.) After going through all 4 steps you should be back in business and brewing your favorite coffee. If not, I suggest repeating all of the steps above for another cycle. Step 1: unplug Keurig machine. Step 2: remove k cup and brew with hot water to clear out debris. Step 3: clean entrance needle with paperclip, rinse K-cup chamber & clean any coffee debris from that area. Step
4: Descale – fill water chamber with half water, half vinegar. Brew until chamber is empty. Fill entire chamber with water and brew until completely empty. Step 5: change charcoal filter and make sure securely fastened. Step 6: Hopefully enjoy a cup of coffee! ********DESCALE still showing on your machine?********** Try pressing the hot water button for 6 seconds to reset the
machine. If that doesn’t work, press/hold down BOTH the hot water AND rinse button at the same time. At the end of the “brew” the descale message should disappear! After descaling, turn the unit off and unplug for 30-60 minutes. Then plug the machine back in, turn it on. When you go to brew the descale light should turn off. If not you might have a defective unit and should
then call Cuisinart customer service directly at 1-800-726-0190. Keurig Products I Love: Cuisinart SS-10 Keurig Coffee Machine Charcoal Water Filters K-Cup Storage Drawer K-Cup Variety Pack As an Amazon affiliate, we may earn a small commision from qualifying purchases. From correcting a super loud rumbling sound to making your favorite brewer turn on, here is a
comprehensive Cuisinart Keurig coffee maker troubleshooting guide to help you fix your machine. Cuisinart Keurig Coffee Maker Troubleshooting guide –how to fix various problems Try the below steps to repair the issue that is preventing your coffeemaker from performing as it has always done: Cuisinart Keurig Coffee Maker won’t power on If you can’t power your coffee maker
on, apply these troubleshooting procedures: Verify the machine is plugged in correctly into the kitchen outlet. Verify if other appliances sharing the same outlet are working. If they’re failing to power on too, there might be a problem with the outlet. To be certain, try to power the brewer on using a different outlet Check that the power button is actually turned on (the LCD should be
illuminated). Don’t forget to reset your home’s main circuit breaker depending on your findings. Cuisinart Keurig coffee maker not filling cup (My Keurig only brews a small amount)/ Cuisinart Keurig not brewing full cup A short cup is annoying and occurs when your Cuisinart Keurig brewer fails to brew whatever brew size you selected. Luckily, it’s not a disaster and you can easily
make your coffeemaker to brew optimally- all you have to do is descale the unit (you can do it two times). That’s because, in general, the behavior is a result of the needle getting clogged (for example, by coffee grounds). Besides, the device won’t brew the right way if an air bubble has been trapped within the water path- it may happen from time to time. If you feel that this is
perhaps the situation, try to lift the reservoir off then re-install it into place and see if it stops brewing a partial cup. Still, you can try to turn off and un-plug the brewer for about 30 seconds (or more). Be sure to turn power back on when you plug it back in. In some cases, this may help clear the brewing chamber, making the brewer to function as desired. The display on Cuisinart
Keurig won’t display correctly If the display is blank or won’t display content as expected, try these workarounds: Unplug the brewer then plug back in. Check if the power icon is displaying on the screen (at the bottom right). If yes: Continue to step 3. And if no, implement the suggestions I have listed under “Cuisinart Keurig Coffee Maker won’t power on” section. See if you can
now set the clock from the unit’s menu. Navigate through the menu and go ahead and set every other menu option. Once the LCD has re-entered the “Lift-to-Begin” screen, lift the handle then lower it down once again. Check if the machine is now prompting to “start a brew” or “water only dispense”. Keurig coffee maker Lights Flashing/ Cuisinart coffee maker lights flashing / What
does it mean when all the lights on my Keurig are on? This often happens when the machine becomes ‘confused’ in the midst of a process – an interruption  in form of sudden power loss or a signal loss are  some of the events that cause it. To resolve the issue: With the unit’s handle down, concurrently hold down the power switch (auto on/off button) and the small cup size for a
few seconds. Now release and immediately push the small size button three times rapidly. If that doesn’t help, hold both cup sizes down still at the same time with the power switch (for a few seconds). Lastly, for 3 cup sizes models, try pressing the auto on/off button, the medium, and large cup size -all together- then let go and proceed to press the smallest cup button three (3)
times rapidly. Cuisinart Keurig coffee maker making loud noise If it is super loud when brewing, it might be a sign that it needs descaling- try it and see if it will go back to its former quiet self. I recommend that you use vinegar for the best results. Cuisinart Keurig coffee maker won’t brew A possible cause is a trapped air bubble in the machine’s water path (we had already touched
on this). To make it work again, try to lift the reservoir off then return it back to place. If no luck: Turn off then unplug the coffee maker for 30 seconds (or more). When you plug it back in, ensure you have turned the machine’s power back on. Also verify that the water reservoir is properly put in place- you can run a Rinse cycle. Chlorine or mineral taste in coffee- Keurig plastic taste
If your coffee has a bad taste, consider using filtered water, bottled water,  or even Cuisinart’s Charcoal Water Filter– it removes impurities such as odors, chlorine, calcium, etc. that mess with taste/quality. Cuisinart Keurig coffee maker doesn’t show time – The time is not displayed on the LCD control panel. Set the clock (follow the instructions in your Cuisinart Keurig coffee
maker manual) for time to be shown on the LCD. Also, remember to re-set the clock if power to the coffee maker had been interrupted. Cuisinart Keurig coffee maker turns off / turns on automatically The first thing to do is to confirm the Auto Off plus the On/Off time feature haven’t been set. Simply press your appliance’s Menu button and inspect the programming options- OFF
need to be shown for Auto_Off timer and On/Off. If OFF is presently not displayed, reset the clock. Cuisinart Keurig coffee maker flashing blue light in water reservoir This means the water level is low in the reservoir and water need to be added to have your brewer make a full cup again. Cuisinart Keurig Coffee Maker Troubleshooting : Keurig Coffee is watery or too weak The
best way to enjoy stronger-tasting coffee is to reduce your brew size. Cuisinart Keurig wont descale If the descale message doesn’t go away even after following the correct procedure, the trick is: Simply press ‘HOT WATER’ and ‘RINSE’ at the same time. Make it a routine to do this on every occasion during de-scaling and Rinse cycle. DESCALE will disappear! Another possible
solution:  Try unplugging the coffee maker for a couple of minutes, then plugging it back in again! Cuisinart Keurig coffee maker leaking water from bottom The water hose (or hoses on the bottom) is probably worn or cracked. The only way out is to get a replacement. You may also cut the hose beyond the damaged point and fix it back on appropriately. And if leaks water as it
brews, you might still be looking at a broken hose/inlet on the inside. Cuisinart Keurig wont turn off after it finished brewing First turn the main function knob/button to Auto-Off. Then set time plus the auto brew time. Now run a whole cycle through to see if it works. Otherwise, you have to turn if off manually. Cuisinart Keurig shuts off when i hit brew / Cuisinart keurig shuts off when
pressing brew It may be clogged with old coffee grounds or other deposits. A thorough cleaning may be helpful. Cuisinart Keurig says add water but it is full If the LCD display says ADD WATER, first confirm that the water reservoir has been properly filled. If it’s not, add water as necessary. If filled, ensure the water reservoir has been seated properly in its base. Cuisinart Keurig
Coffee Maker Troubleshooting guide bonus: How to clean Cuisinart Keurig coffee maker Note: If you have implemented the above steps and your brewer is still having problems, please contact Cuisinart’s Customer Service team- they readily provide troubleshooting instructions over the phone (1-800-726-0190.) or  email.
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